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Rule-Based Time-Optimal
Engine-Start Coordination
Control With a Predesigned
Vehicle Acceleration Trajectory
in P2 Hybrid Electric Vehicles
Removing the integrated starter generator (ISG) in P2 hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs)
reduces the overall cost of the powertrain, yet it comes with an additional control com-
plexity of the engine-start process. An appropriate coordination control strategy between
the internal combustion engine (ICE), drive motor, and clutch is necessary to reduce the
time for the engine-start while constraining the vehicle jerk. A time-optimal coordination
control strategy with a predesigned vehicle acceleration trajectory is proposed from
results of nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC), which can reduce the time for the
engine-start process and obtain a small vehicle jerk. A dynamic model for the engine-
start process is first built. In this model, a cylinder-by-cylinder engine model (CCEM) is
derived to describe the ICE dynamics. A Karnopp and Stribeck combined wet clutch
model is proposed to handle effects of speed difference on the torque, and calculation
problem of frequent switches when crossing zero speed point. Subsequently, the optimal
control problem is formulated with selected states and solved with NMPC. Finally, a
rule-based control strategy is extracted from results of NMPC. Simulation results show
that the engine-start process can finish within 260 ms, 13.3% less than the previous study,
with a predesigned vehicle acceleration to ensure the vehicle jerk within 10 m/s3 and the
peak to peak vehicle acceleration within 0.2 m/s2 in the case study under investigation.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4056154]

Keywords: hybrid electric vehicle, P2 architecture without ISG, engine-start control,
time-optimal control

1 Introduction

Hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) are massively invading our
roads, and have become an important development strategy in
many countries to address climate changes concerns [1]. There are
two types of HEVs according to the power-split mode, i.e., series
or parallel. Parallel HEVs are categorized into P0, P1, P2, P3, and
P4 according to the position of the motor in the powertrain [2].
The five configurations are shown in Fig. 1. In this paper, we
focus on P2 architecture, which is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). The
powertrain includes an integrated starter generator (ISG), an inter-
nal combustion engine (ICE), a motor, and a clutch in between.
The ISG is used to crank the ICE to the idle speed, which reduces
the time for the engine-start process. To reduce the cost of the
powertrain, the ISG is sometimes removed, shown in Fig. 2(b). In
this configuration, the engine is started through the coordination
control between the ICE, drive motor, and clutch. Removing the
ISG brings larger jerks and increases the time duration for the
engine-start process, which has a negative effect on the vehicle’s
drivability.

This study focuses on coordination control between the internal
combustion engine, motor, and clutch, aimed at minimizing the
engine-start time while reducing jerks. Smith et al. [3] built a
dynamic model using Simcenter Amesim, a software tool for
modeling, simulation, and dynamic analysis of hydraulic and

mechanical systems. Then they proposed a four-step control strat-
egy, comprising cranking, ignition, preparation, and lockup. At
each stage, a compensation torque for the clutch was provided by
the motor from the estimated clutch torque. The strategy was vali-
dated on a test bench. However, the effect of the speed difference
between the input and output plates of the clutch on the clutch tor-
que was disregarded, resulting in neglecting of the ICE torque rip-
ple transmitted to the clutch. To that end, a more precise clutch
model considering the influence of speed difference on the clutch
friction was built [4], but the ICE was not involved in the speed
synchronization process, which resulted in slow synchronization.
Kum et al. [5] solved a numerical optimal control problem and

Fig. 1 Different architectures of HEV in parallel
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found an analytical optimal control law for the engine-start pro-
cess with a more detailed ICE model reflecting the four-stroke
working process, but the ICE torque was not applied to the speed
synchronization process either. Chen et al. [6] studied the engine-
start process utilizing an ISG and proposed a model reference con-
trol strategy to reduce the vehicle jerk. Lei et al. [7] built the
powertrain system dynamic model with a dual clutch transmission
and made a rule-based coordination control strategy with propor-
tional-integral-differential (PID) controllers accounting for both
the gear-shifting process and engine-start process. Xu et al. [8,9]
used a pressure to crank angle map to simulate the engine torque
and proposed an empirical control strategy for the engine-start
process. Ning et al. [10] gave some general rules to start the
engine with P2 architecture using a PID controller. Zhao et al.
[11,12] built a detailed hybrid electric vehicle simulation model
and achieved an efficient and practical control strategy to reduce
the fuel consumption during the engine-start process. Cvok et al.
[13] also took account of the transmission upshift process and
improved the drivability by applying the multi-objective genetic
algorithm MOGA-II incorporated within the mode FRONTIER
optimization environment. Sun et al. [14] presented a novel
single-motor power-reflux architecture and built the correspond-
ing dynamic model and a control strategy. The proposed control
strategy could improve the drivability.

Designing an optimal control strategy is the focus of this paper.
Model predictive control (MPC) algorithm has been applied by
many researchers. A rule-based control strategy derived from the
MPC is utilized to the engine-start process to eliminate the power
interruption in a hybrid electric vehicle with two motors [15].
Dudek et al. [16] and Stroe et al. [17] developed an energy man-
agement strategy based on MPC, obtaining fuel savings of 5%.
Han et al. [18] achieved a MPC strategy for a hybrid electric

vehicle with a belted starter alternator. With the belted starter
alternator, the diesel engine can start after 300 ms. However, few
researchers design an optimal control accounting for the ICE
torque.

Besides that, modeling the ICE and clutch [19] is also key to
study the drivability of a P2 hybrid electric vehicle. The peak-to-
peak vehicle acceleration is always utilized to evaluate the driv-
ability [10,20–23]. There are two main approaches from which we
can build an ICE model, either a cylinder-by-cylinder engine
model (CCEM) or a mean value engine model (MVEM). A
CCEM is built through dynamic cylinder pressure analysis at
every crank angle for each cylinder. The MVEM is a more simpli-
fied model, in which the pressure is taken to be the mean value of
four strokes (720 deg in general) of all cylinders. Karlsson and
Fredriksson [24] analyzed the effects of these two engine models
on the powertrain control, and claimed that it is not clear that the
MVEM is adequate for powertrain control due to the nonlinearity
of the clutch. For clutch models, the coulomb friction model is
usually used for a dry clutch system. To avoid oscillations during
calculation when crossing the zero speed point, Karnopp [25] pro-
posed a small speed area near the zero speed. Stribeck et al.
[26,27] proposed a friction model, which is named “Stribeck fric-
tion model,” to describe the wet clutch friction considering the
viscous effect.

As stated above, an ICE model that includes the relationship
between the crank angle and engine torque, and a clutch model
that accounts for the influence of both the speed difference and
pressure on the friction torque are necessary. An online optimal
control law to coordinate the clutch, ICE, and drive motor
accounting for the ICE torque is desirable.

This paper is organized as follows: first, the mechanical struc-
ture of the powertrain is presented. Then, the dynamic model for
the engine-start process with a cylinder-by-cylinder diesel engine
model and a clutch model combining the Stribeck model and Kar-
nopp model is constructed. Next, a time-optimal control problem
considering drivability is formulated and solved with the nonlin-
ear model predictive control (NMPC). Subsequently, referring to
the related rule-extraction methods [28,29], a rule-based control
strategy is derived with respect to the results of NMPC. Moreover,
one engine-start case study and the factors that influence the
clutch torque and the lock-up process are analyzed. Finally, con-
cluding remarks are given in the end.

2 Mechanical Structure

The mechanical structure of a P2 powertrain without an ISG is
shown in Fig. 2(b). The system comprises a diesel engine, a
clutch, a drive motor, and a final drive. The ICE is connected to
the drive motor through the clutch. There is no transmission, since
it is assumed that the gear-shifting process does not occur during
the engine-start process.

Parameters of the system are shown in Table 1.

3 P2 Powertrain Dynamic Model

The P2 powertrain dynamic model is first derived, which com-
prises a cylinder-by-cylinder diesel engine model, a wet clutch
model with a combination of a Stribeck and Karnopp friction
model, a drive motor model, and a vehicle longitudinal dynamic
model. Subsequently, based on these models, the integrated
powertrain dynamic model is derived.

Table 1 Parameters of the system

Name Value Unit

Diesel engine rated power 85 kW
Electric motor rated power 60 kW
Final drive ratio 4.05 —

Fig. 2 P2 architecture with or without ISG. (a) P2 with ISG and
(b) P2 without ISG.
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3.1 Cylinder-by-Cylinder Diesel Engine Torque Model. In
this section, we derive the dynamic model of the ICE based on the
Lagrange’s equation of motion of the second kind. First, the
dynamic model for a single cylinder which we mark j is derived.
Then, the dynamic model for four cylinders is obtained by
superposition.

3.1.1 Dynamic Model for a Single Cylinder. The geometric
diagram of cylinder j is depicted in Fig. 3. Lagrange’s equation of
motion of the second kind is given by

d

dt

@Lj

@ _aj

� �
� @Lj

@aj
¼ Qj (1)

where aj denotes the crank angle, Lj represents the Lagrange func-
tion, and Qj is the external torque.

Furthermore, Lj can be expressed as follows:

Lj ¼ Tj � Vj (2)

where Tj and Vj represent the kinetic energy and potential energy,
respectively. The potential energy in this system is the gravita-
tional potential energy, which can be disregarded compared to the
kinetic energy. Therefore, Lj¼Tj.

To solve the kinetic energy Tj, we divide the mass into two
parts, the rotational and oscillational parts. For the oscillational
part, a lumped mass (mj

osc) is used to represent the oscillational
mass, calculated as follows:

mj
osc ¼ mj

piston þ mj
rod;osc (3)

where mj
piston and mj

rod;osc represent the piston mass and equivalent
oscillational mass of the connecting rod, respectively. For simplic-
ity, mj

rod;osc is calculated by regarding the connecting rod as an
equivalent massless rod with two balls, as depicted in Fig. 4,
hence mj

rod;osc ¼ mj
rodðlj

osc=ljÞ.
For the rotational part, we use mj

rot to represent the lumped
mass, which can be calculated as

mj
rot ¼ mj

crank þ mj
rod;rot (4)

where mj
crank and mj

rod;rot are the crank mass and equivalent rota-
tional mass of the connecting rod, as depicted in Fig. 4. The
equivalent rotational mass of the connecting rod is then solved as
mj

rod;rot ¼ mj
rodðl

j
rot=ljÞ.

Finally, the kinetic energy is calculated as follows:

Tj ¼
1

2
mj

osc _sj
2 þ 1

2
mj

rotrj
2 _aj

2 (5)

Hence, the Lagrange function is

Lj ¼ Tj ¼
1

2
mj

osc _sj
2 þ 1

2
mj

rotrj
2 _aj

2

¼ 1

2
mj

osc

dsj

daj
_aj

� �2

þ 1

2
mj

rotrj
2 _aj

2

¼ 1

2
mj

osc

dsj

daj

� �2

þ mj
rotrj

2

 !
_aj

2

(6)

The external torque Qj comprises the friction force between the
piston and cylinder Qfric, pressure on the piston from the atmos-
phere Qatm, pressure on the piston from the gas in the cylinder
Qcylinder, and load Qload on the crank from the vehicle, which can
be calculated, respectively, as:

Qj
fric ¼ Fj

fric

dsj

daj
¼ �cj

f _sj
dsj

daj

¼ �cj
f

dsj

daj
_a j

� �
dsj

daj
¼ �cj

f

dsj

daj

� �2

_aj

Qj
atm ¼ �PatmAj

p

dsj

daj

Qj
cylinder ¼ Tj

cylinder

Qj
load ¼ �Tj

load ¼ �
Tload

NCyl

(7)

where Patm denotes the atmospheric pressure, Ap denotes the pis-
ton area, and Tload represents the load torque from the vehicle.

The total external torque can be calculated as follows:

Qj ¼ Qj
fric þ Qj

atm þ Qj
cylinder þ Qj

load

¼ �cj
f

dsj

daj

� �2

_aj � PatmAj
p

dsj

daj
þ Tj

cylinder � Tj
load

(8)

The dynamic model for cylinder j can be derived by substitut-
ing the Lagrange function Lj and external force Qj in Eq. (1) using
Eqs. (6) and (8)

mj
rotrj

2 þ mj
osc

dsj

daj

� �2
 !

€aj þ mj
osc

dsj

daj

d2sj

d2aj

 !
_aj

2

¼ cj
f

dsj

daj

� �2

_aj � PatmAj
p

dsj

daj
þ Tj

cylinder � Tj
load

(9)

In Eq. (9), the ICE torque owing to the gas pressure in the cylin-
der, Tj

cylinder, needs to be solved. Referring to related researches
[30–32], we also divide the ICE torque, Tj

cylinder, into basic torque,
Tj

basic, and combustion torque, Tj
comb. Basic pressure torque, Tj

basic,
indicates the torque resulting from the gas pressure in the cylinder
without combustion. Combustion torque, Tj

comb, is the torque out
of combustion.

(a) Basic pressure torque Tj
basic

The basic pressure torque can be solved as follows:

Tj
basic ¼ Pj

basicAj
p

dsj

daj
(10)

Fig. 3 Geometric diagram of one cylinder

Fig. 4 Equivalent lumped masses of the connecting rod
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where Pj
basic can be approximated as follows [30]:

Pj
basic ¼

Pj
intake; aj 2 0 deg; 180 deg½ �

Pj
intake

Vj
intake

Vintake
c

 !c

; aj 2 180 deg; 540 deg½ �

Pj
exh; aj 2 180 deg; 720 deg½ �

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

(11)

(b) Combustion torque Tj
comb

The torque, Tj
comb, owing to combustion can be approxi-

mated as follows:

Tj
comb ¼

aj aj � 360ð Þ2

ebj aj�360ð Þ ; aj 2 0 deg; 180 deg½ �

0; else

8><
>: (12)

where aj ¼
4�360

�
Tj

c;hp

ða
maxj�360Þ3 ; bj ¼ 2

a
maxj�360

, and
�

Tj
c;hp ¼

30gvolQHV _mj
f

nengp
. amax

is 395 deg in this study.

3.1.2 Dynamic Model for Four Cylinders. The dynamic
model for the ICE with four cylinders can be derived as follows:

€a ¼

X4

j¼1

Tj
basic þ Tj

comb � Tj
fric � Tj

atm � Tj
mass

� �
� Tload

Jcylinder
e

(13)

where a is the crank angle of the ICE, Tj
basic¼Pj

basicAj
p

dsj

daj
; Tj

atm¼
PatmAj

p
dsj

daj
; Tj

fric¼ cf ðdsj=dajÞ2 _a; Tj
mass¼mj

oscðdsj=dajÞðd2sj= d2ajÞ
_a2

j , and Jcylinder
e ¼

P4
j¼1ðm

j
rotrj

2 þmj
oscðdsj=dajÞ2Þ.

Figure 5 illustrates the ICE torque trajectories with a single cyl-
inder and four cylinders, respectively.

In this paper, we assume emission system has little influence on
the ICE torque since the engine-start process takes really little
time and the emissions have very small fluctuations according to
Ref. [12] especially when the cranking torque is high.

3.2 Clutch Model. To derive the clutch model, the friction
coefficient and torsional shocker absorber model are first given.
Subsequently, the state transition mechanism between the slipping
mode and lock-up mode is resolved. The clutch dynamics are then
derived according to the state transition mechanism.

3.2.1 Friction Coefficient. Combining the Karnopp model
[25,33] and Stribeck model [26,27], the friction coefficient of a
wet clutch can be calculated as follows:

lclt ¼

sign Dxð Þls;xkar � 0

sign xkarð Þ ls þ
ls � lvð Þ

e

xkar

Dxs

� �ce þ kvxkar

0
B@

1
CA; else

8>>>><
>>>>:

(14)

where lclt is the friction coefficient of the clutch, Dx denotes the
speed difference between the input and output plates of the clutch,
ls and lv is the static and sliding friction coefficients, respec-
tively, Dxs is the Stribeck velocity, ce is the exponent coefficient
[34,35], xkar ¼ jDxj � dx; dx is a small speed region set to
avoid the calculation problem of frequent switches when crossing
zero speed point, shown in Fig. 6, kv is the linear viscous friction
coefficient.

The corresponding curve of the friction coefficient is depicted
in Fig. 6.

3.2.2 Torsional Shocker Absorber. The torque due to the tor-
sional shocker absorber depends on the relative rotational speed
and angle, expressed as follows:

Tsd ¼ khDhþ kxDx (15)

where Tsd denotes the torsional torque; kh and kx are the stiffness
of the spring and coefficient of the damper, and Dh and Dx are

Fig. 5 Torque trajectory in one cycle. (a) Torque trajectory with
a single cylinder. (b) Torque trajectory with four cylinders.

Fig. 6 Friction coefficient
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the relative rotational angle and speed between the two ends,
respectively.

3.2.3 State Transition Mechanism. The state transition
scheme is depicted in Fig. 7. The clutch can be in one of two
states, based on whether it is slipping or locked.

To determine the status of the clutch, the stick torque in the
locked state first needs to be determined. According to the force
analysis in Fig. 8, the stick torque can be calculated as follows:

Tstick
clt ¼

Tin
cltJ

out
clt þ Tout

clt Jin
clt

Jin
clt þ Jout

clt

(16)

3.2.4 Clutch Model. The dynamics of the clutch in each state
can be calculated as follows:

(a) Slipping dynamics
The slipping dynamics for the clutch can be categorized
into two parts, the input disk of the clutch and output disk
of the clutch, expressed as follows:

_xin
clt ¼

Tin
clt � Tclt

Jin
clt

_xout
clt ¼

Tclt � Tout
clt

Jout
clt

(17)

where Tclt ¼ NcltlcltpcltA
clt
eff .

(b) Locked dynamics
When the clutch is locked, the input disk and output disk
have the same dynamics, calculated as follows:

_xin
clt ¼ _xout

clt ¼
Tin

clt � Tout
clt

Jin
clt þ Jout

clt

(18)

3.3 Drive Motor Model. To simplify the motor dynamics, a
first-order inertia model is used, expressed as follows:

Tmotor ¼
1

1þ sms
Tcmd

m

_xmotor ¼
Tmotor

Jmotor

(19)

where Tmotor is the drive motor torque; Tcmd
m is the drive motor tor-

que command; and sm denotes the motor time constant.

3.4 Vehicle Dynamic Model. The resistances from the vehi-
cle include the aerodynamics, rolling resistance, and road slope.
The inertia resistance is not included in the vehicle resistance
since we want to solve the vehicle acceleration. The vehicle resist-
ance can be calculated as follows:

Ff vel ¼ Fw þ Ff þ Fi

¼ qCDA

2
v2

vel þ lf mg cos bð Þ þ mg sin bð Þ (20)

where Fw, Ff, and Fi represent forces from the aerodynamics, roll-
ing resistance and road slope, respectively. q is the air density, CD

is the aerodynamic coefficient, and A is the windward area.

3.5 System Dynamics. The powertrain system’s force dia-
gram is shown in Fig. 9(a). To better analyze the system dynam-
ics, we divide the system into three parts: Part I includes the ICE
and input plate of the clutch, Part II includes the output plate of
the clutch, and Part III includes the remaining components con-
nected to the torsional shocker absorber. Accordingly, the forces
acting on the powertrain components in the three parts are
depicted in Figs. 9(b)–9(d). Then rotational angles and speeds of
the three parts can be derived as

_h1 ¼ x1

_h2 ¼ x2

_h3 ¼ x3

_x1 ¼
Teng � Tclt

J1

_x2 ¼
T0clt � Tsd

J2

_x3 ¼
T0sd þ Tmotor � Tf vel=i0

J3

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

(21)

where Teng ¼
P4

j¼1ðT
j
basic þ Tj

comb � Tj
fric � Tj

atm � Tj
massÞ; Tclt ¼

NcltlcltpcltA
clt
eff ; J1 ¼ Jcylinder

e þ Jclt
in ; Tclt ¼ T0clt; J3 ¼ dmr2

vel

i2
0

þ Jmotor;

Jclt
in denotes the input inertia of the clutch, and i0 denotes the final

drive ratio.

3.5.1 State-Space Equations. To solve the optimal coordina-
tion control law, we rewrite Eq. (21) using state-space

Fig. 9 Diagram of system forces. (a) Force analysis of the
system. (b) Force analysis of part I. (c) Force analysis of part II.
(d) Force analysis of part III.

Fig. 7 Status transition logic of the clutch (g1 5 jT stick
clt j£ T max

clt
and jxin

clt2xout
clt j£ dx; g2 5 jT stick

clt j>T max
clt )

Fig. 8 Force analysis of the clutch
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representation. According to the clutch status shown in Fig. 7, the powertrain status can also be in slipping mode or locked mode. The
corresponding stick torque of the clutch can be solved by setting _x1 ¼ _x2 in Eq. (21), expressed as follows:

Tstick ¼
TengJ2 þ TsdJ1

J1 þ J2

(22)

The system dynamics can then be expressed as follows:

(a) Slipping mode

_h1

_h2

_h3

_x1

_x2

_x3

2
666666666664

3
777777777775
¼ f1 h1; h2; h3;x1;x2;x3;mf ; pclt; T

cmd
m

� �

¼

x1

x2

x3

fTeng
h1;x1;mf

� �
� fTclt

x1;x2; pcltð Þ
J1

kh �h2 þ h3ð Þ þ kx �x2 þ x3ð Þ þ fTclt
x1;x2; pcltð Þ

J2

kh h2 � h3ð Þ þ kx x2 � x3ð Þ � fTf vel
x3ð Þ=i0 þ fTmotor

Tcmd
m

� �
J3

2
666666666666666664

3
777777777777777775

(23)

where fTf vel
¼ Ff velrvel; fTeng

¼ Teng; fTclt
¼ Tclt in Eq. (21), and fTmotor

¼ Tmotor in Eq. (19)
(b) Locked mode

_h1

_h2

_h3

_x1

_x2

_x3

2
666666666664

3
777777777775
¼ f2 h1; h2; h3;x1;x2;x3;mf ;T

cmd
m

� �

¼

x1

x2

x3

kh �h2 þ h3ð Þ þ kx �x2 þ x3ð Þ þ fTeng
h1;x1;mf

� �
J1 þ J2

kh �h2 þ h3ð Þ þ kx �x2 þ x3ð Þ þ fTeng
h1;x1;mf

� �
J1 þ J2

kh h2 � h3ð Þ þ kx x2 � x3ð Þ � fTf vel
x3ð Þ=i0 þ fTmotor

Tcmd
m

� �
J3

2
666666666666666664

3
777777777777777775

(24)

4 Problem Formulation

The optimal control problem is formulated as follows: First, states are selected to satisfy the Markov property. Subsequently, the con-
trol inputs, cost function, and constraints are given.

4.1 State Selection. There are six states (hi, xi, i¼ 1, 2, 3) in the above dynamic model. To satisfy the requirement of no aftereffect
(Markov property) when adopting NMPC algorithm, the motor torque Tmotor should also be added as another state. Thus, there are seven
states in total. However, to achieve the goal of starting the engine, only six states are needed because not all angle states are (xi, i¼ 1,
2, 3) necessarily to be solved.

The speed difference (Dx12 ¼ x1 � x2) between the engine and input plate of the clutch must be selected because it needs to be
decreased to zero to eliminate the jerking motion. Teng is a function of the rotational speed (x1) and angle (h1) of the engine, Tclt is a
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function of the clutch pressure (pclt) and the relative rotational speed
(Dx12) of the input and output plates of the clutch, Tsd is a function
of the relative rotational speed (Dx23 ¼ x2 � x3) and angle
(Dh23 ¼ h2 � h3), and Tf vel is a function of the rotational speed (x3)

of the vehicle wheel. Hence, h1; Dh23; x1; Dx12; x3, and Tmotor are
necessarily solved. Thus, the dynamic model is stated as follows:

(a) Slipping mode

_Tmotor

_h1

D _h23

_x1

D _x12

_x3

2
66666666666664

3
77777777777775
¼ f1r Tmotor ; h1;Dh23;x1;Dx12;x3; T

cmd
m ;mf ; pclt

� �

¼

1

sm
�Tmotor þ Tcmd

m

� �
x1

x1 � Dx12 � x3

1

J1

fTeng
h1;x1;mf

� �
� fTclt

0 Dx12; pcltð Þ
� �

khDh23 þ kx x1 � Dx12 � x3ð Þ � fTclt

0 Dx12; pcltð Þ
J2

� fTclt

0 Dx12; pcltð Þ
J1

Tmotor þ khDh23 þ kx x1 � Dx12 � x3ð Þ � fTf vel
x3ð Þ=i0

J3

2
666666666666666666664

3
777777777777777777775

(25)

where f 0Tclt
ðDx12; pcltÞ ¼ Tclt in Eq. (21).

(b) Locked mode

_Tmotor

_h1

D _h23

_x1

D _x12

_x3

2
66666666666664

3
77777777777775
¼ f2r Tmotor ;h1;Dh23;x1;Dx12;x3;T

cmd
m ;mf

� �

¼

1

sm
�TmotorþTcmd

m

� �
x1

x1�Dx12�x3

�khDh23�kx x1�Dx12�x3ð ÞþfTclt

0 Dx12;pcltð Þ
J1þJ2

0

TmotorþkhDh23þkx x1�Dx12�x3ð Þ�fTf vel
x3ð Þ=i0

J3

2
6666666666666666664

3
7777777777777777775

(26)

4.2 Control Inputs. There are three control inputs: fuel mass,
mf , clutch pressure, pclt, and motor torque command, Tmotor.

4.3 Cost Function. We wanted to minimize the engine-start
time with proper drivability. Therefore, the cost function chosen
is

J ¼
ðtf

0

1dt (27)

Beyond reducing the engine-start time, drivability is also our con-
cern to decrease the vehicle acceleration vibration. We use the
peak to peak vehicle acceleration (also called “acceleration
vibration”) to reflect the drivability [10,20–23]. It is enhanced by
means of proper constraints, shown in Eq. (31).

4.4 Constraints

(a) Dynamic model
The optimal control problem should be constrained by the
system dynamic model, which is presented above.

(b) State constraints

Tmotor 2 ½�Tmax
m ;Tmax

m �

h1 2 ½0; 4p�

Dh23 2 ½0; 2p�

x1 2 ½�xmax
1 ;xmax

1 �

Dx12 2 ½�Dxmax
12 ;Dxmax

12 �

x3 2 ½�xmax
3 ;xmax

3 �

(28)
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(c) Control input constraints

mf ¼ ½0;mmax
f �

pclt ¼ ½0; pmax
clt �

Tcmd
m ¼ ½�Tmax

m ;Tmax
m �

(29)

(d) Terminal constraints

jDx12j � jdxj
Clutch mode ¼ Locked

(30)

(e) Drivability constraints
To ensure drivability, we use peak-to-peak vehicle acceler-
ation [22,36] to limit the vehicle acceleration. The peak-to-
peak vehicle acceleration is set at 0.4 m/s2. Therefore, the
vehicle acceleration is constrained as follows:

avel 2 ½amin
vel ; a

max
vel � (31)

where amin
vel ¼ a0

vel � 0:2; amax
vel ¼ a0

vel þ 0:2; a0
vel is the vehicle

acceleration at the beginning of the engine-start process.
The values of parameters above herein are specified in Table 2,

where xmax
1 ; Dxmax

12 , and xmax
3 are achieved by estimating the pos-

sible values during the engine-start process.

5 Solution With NMPC

The dynamic model presented in the above state-space form is
nonlinear due to Teng, Tclt, and Tf vel, which are nonlinear func-
tions of the states. To solve this nonlinear time-optimal control
problem, NMPC is adopted. NMPC is a receding horizon optimi-
zation algorithm, utilized to solve nonlinear optimal control prob-
lems to achieve a suboptimal solution. Solving NMPC strategy in
real-time is computationally prohibitive though. Yet, the solution
from NMPC can be used to generate a rule-based strategy, which
is implementable on-board.

The control action can be divided into two stages according to
whether the ICE torque is involved. In the first stage, the cranking
ICE stage, only the drive motor and clutch are involved, whereas
in the second stage, the ICE is involved.

5.1 Cranking ICE. During the cranking ICE process, we
want the engine-start process to be completed as soon as possible.
Moreover, to solve the nonlinear optimal control problem easier, a
quadratic cost function is proposed. To that end, we use the cost
function below to replace that in Eq. (27)

J1 ¼
XN

k¼1

ðxk
1 � xsÞ2 (32)

where xs denotes the engine-start speed. If Eq. (32) is minimized,
the time duration of the cranking process would also be
minimized.

5.2 Starting ICE. The difference between the starting pro-
cess and cranking process is whether the ICE torque is involved.
During the starting process, another control input, i.e., the mass of
fuel injection mf, is added. Overall, there are three control inputs
during the starting ICE process: the mass of fuel injection mf ,
clutch pressure pclt, and motor torque command Tmotor.

We expect the nonlinear control problem to be easily solved
with NMPC. The cost function is replaced by a quadratic function,
expressed as follows:

J2 ¼
XN

k¼1

ðDxk
12Þ

2
(33)

If Eq. (33) is minimized, the time duration of the engine-start pro-
cess is also minimized. Furthermore, minimizing the cost function
would lead Dx12 to reach zero.

5.3 Implementation of NMPC. Both the cranking ICE pro-
cess and starting ICE process were solved using NMPC from the
Model Predictive Control Toolbox of Matlab [37] with SQP
solver [38]. The vehicle acceleration (avel ¼ _x3rvel) is solved and
constrained to the drivability requirements of Eq. (31) when solv-
ing the problem with NMPC. We choose five steps as the predic-
tion horizon of 1 ms length. The control horizon length is the
same as the prediction horizon. The results are shown in Fig. 10.

6 Rule-Based Control Strategies

To obtain a practical control strategy, we first analyzed the
results from NMPC, from which a rule-based control strategy was
proposed. Finally, a flowchart is derived to show the rule-based
control strategy.

6.1 Analysis of Results With NMPC. Figure 10 illustrates
the trajectories of states and control inputs during one engine-start

Fig. 10 Trajectories of ICE speed, motor speed, vehicle speed,
vehicle acceleration, motor torque, fuel mass, clutch pressure,
and clutch status with NMPC

Table 2 Parameters of controller constraints

Name Value Unit

Tmax
m 400 N�m

xmax
1 200 rad/s

Dxmax
12 200 rad/s

xmax
3 200 rad/s

mmax
f 7.5 mg

pmax
clt 1000 kPa

dx 2 rad/s

amax
vel 1.0587 m/s2

amin
vel 0.6587 m/s2
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process from the NMPC solution. As depicted, the ICE speed
gradually catches up with the clutch speed. The clutch is finally
locked up. Simultaneously, the vehicle acceleration is within the
drivability constraints. Therefore, NMPC satisfies the control
requirements. However, the solution of the NMPC is always not a
straightforward solution and not obtained in real-time. To obtain
an applicable control strategy, we extract useful information from
the results of the NMPC in the form of the rule-based strategy for
the real-time implementation.

As depicted in Fig. 10, before the lock-up process, the vehicle
acceleration first declines to the minimum with respect to the driv-
ability constraint, and then stays of the minimum. Regarding the
control inputs, the ICE injected the maximum mass of fuel after it
reached the starting speed, 400 rpm in this case. The motor torque
rose to the maximum immediately at the beginning of cranking
the ICE. It is reasonable that both the fuel injection and motor tor-
que would rise to their maxima, since we aimed to reduce the time
duration. For the lock-up process, a thorough analysis is carried
out in Sec. 6.2.2.

We propose a rule-based control strategy summarized as a flow-
chart in Fig. 11. The engine-start process can be divided into two
processes, the cranking process and starting process. During the
cranking process, only the motor and clutch are involved. The
motor receives the maximum torque command to crank the ICE.
After the ICE speed reaches the start speed, it enters the starting

ICE process. This process can be divided into three stages, speed
synchronization, recovery, and lockup. At the speed synchroniza-
tion stage, the ICE runs with maximum mass of fuel injection, the
motor operates with maximum torque, the clutch gets the appro-
priate pressure to keep the vehicle acceleration. At the recovery
stage, the motor recovers to its original state, the ICE runs with
the desired mass of fuel injection. The clutch pressure decreases
slowly to make the vehicle acceleration rise to its original level
with the designed slop rate to constrain the vehicle jerk. At the
lock-up stage, the motor and ICE keep previous operation states.
The clutch first runs with the reasonable pressure to keep the vehi-
cle acceleration and then operates with the maximum pressure to
be locked up when the speeds of the ICE, the clutch and drive
shaft meet the threshold.

6.2 Extraction of the Rule-Based Control Strategy. A rule-
based control strategy is proposed in this section. First, we derived
the rule-based control strategy for the cranking ICE and speed
synchronization process with respect to the results of NMPC.
Then, to achieve better drivability, the lock-up process is studied
in detail.

6.2.1 Cranking ICE and Speed Synchronization. According to
the analysis in Sec. 6.1, the rules are summarized as follows: (1)
the vehicle acceleration first decreases to the minimum and then
maintains the minimum; (2) the motor torque rises to the maxi-
mum immediately, and then maintains the maximum; and (3) the
ICE injects the maximum mass of fuel after the ICE-start speed.

Fig. 11 Rule-based control flowchart

Fig. 12 Trajectories of vehicle acceleration, motor torque, and
ICE fuel mass with NMPC with different initial drive shaft
speeds
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To further validate this, several vehicle acceleration trajectories,
motor torque trajectories, and ICE fuel mass trajectories with
NMPC with different initial drive shaft speeds are depicted in
Fig. 12.

We first design the vehicle acceleration, motor command, and
fuel mass trajectories. The vehicle acceleration is designed to con-
strain the vehicle jerk as follows:

avel ¼ a0
vel þ

aaim
vel � a0

vel

sa
t; t � sa

aaim
vel ; else

8<
: (34)

where aaim
vel is the goal of the vehicle acceleration, aaim

vel ¼ amin
vel in

this case. sa is the time constant, which determines the decline
rate of the vehicle acceleration.

The decline rate of the vehicle acceleration means the rate of
avel going down to aaim

vel , which can reflect how fast the vehicle
acceleration declines to aaim

vel . To ensure drivability, we constrained
the decline rate to ðaaim

vel � a0
vel=saÞ � jvel, where jvel represents the

vehicle jerk.
The motor command and fuel mass can easily be derived as

follows:

Tcmd
m ¼ Tmax

m

mf ¼
0; x1 � xs

mmax
f ; else

8<
:

(35)

The designed vehicle acceleration, motor command, and fuel
mass are depicted in Fig. 13.

After designing the trajectories of the vehicle acceleration,
motor torque command, and fuel mass, the clutch pressure is
resolved following the diagram illustrated in Fig. 14.

According to the system dynamics in Eq. (21), the absorber tor-
que is derived as follows:

Tsd ¼ J3 _x3 þ
Tf vel

io
� Tmotor (36)

where _x3 depends on the vehicle acceleration. It is derived as
_x3 ¼ ðavel=rvelÞi0. Motor torque Tmotor is determined by the tor-
que command Tcmd

m according to Eq. (19). It is solved as
Tmotor ¼ T0

motor þ ðTcmd
m � T0

motorÞ � ð1� e�
t

smÞ.
According to the absorber torque in Eq. (15), Tsd is derived as

follows:

Tsd ¼ khDh23 þ kxDx23 (37)

The first derivative of Eq. (37) is

_T sd ¼ khDx23 þ kxD _x23 (38)

Equation (38) is the first-order linear ordinary differential equa-
tion of Dx23. With the resolved Tsd in Eq. (36), Dx23 could be
obtained by solving the ordinary differential equation in Eq. (38).

Then, _x2 is solved as follows:

_x2 ¼ _x3 þ D _x23 (39)

Thus, the clutch torque is derived according to Eq. (21).

Tclt ¼ Tsd þ J2 _x2 (40)

Based on Eqs. (36), (38), (39), and (40), the clutch torque is
derived as follows:

Tclt ¼ J2 þ J3ð Þ avel

rvel

i0 þ
Tf vel

io
� Tmotor

þ J2

C1ka þ C2vvelavel � _Tmotor � khDx23

kx

 !
(41)

where C1 ¼ ði0J3=rvelÞ; C2 ¼ ðqCDArvel=ioÞ.
Fig. 13 Designed trajectories during cranking and speed syn-
chronization process

Fig. 14 Diagram of clutch pressure derivation
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We have therefore obtained the clutch torque Tclt and speed x2

of the output plate of the clutch. To achieve the clutch pressure,
we solve for the speed x1 of the input plate of the clutch, which
equals the ICE speed by integrating _x1 in Eq. (21). Finally, the
clutch pressure pclt is solved as

pclt ¼
Tclt

NcltlcltA
clt
eff

(42)

where lclt is a function of Dx12 ¼ x1 � x2 presented in Eq. (14).
The resolved clutch pressure pclt is plotted in Fig. 15.

6.2.2 Lock Up. To obtain better drivability during the lock-up
process, we first derive the vehicle acceleration according to the
system dynamics in Eq. (21)

avel ¼
rvel

J3io
Tsd þ Tmotor �

Tf vel

io

� �
(43)

According to Eq. (43), the vehicle acceleration depends on the
absorber torque, motor torque, and vehicle resistance. The vehicle
resistance Tf vel does not change much since it relies on the vehi-
cle speed, and the vehicle speed does not undergo any abrupt
change. The motor torque Tmotor depends on the motor command
Tcmd

m . The motor command does not change during the lock-up
process. Hence, the change of the acceleration mainly depends on
the change of the absorber torque.

According to Eq. (37), the absorber torque depends on the
absorber speed (Dx23) and absorber angle (Dh23). The absorber
speed may undergo an abrupt change during the lock-up process,
which would result in a jerk. This is the reason for the bump at the
end of the process with NMPC. Figure 16 shows the absorber
speed trajectory with the NMPC. Notably, there is a sudden
change of the absorber speed, which leads to the vehicle accelera-
tion jerk at the lock-up point, depicted in Fig. 10.

To reduce the vehicle acceleration jerk during the lock-up pro-
cess, the speed difference between the ICE and output plate of the
clutch Dx12, the speed difference between the output plate of the
clutch and drive shaft Dx23, the speed difference between the ICE
and drive shaft Dx13 needed to be constrained before being locked
up, i.e., maxðjDx12j; jDx23j; jDx13jÞ < Dxlock. To avoid the jerk
during the lock-up process, we also analyzed the absorber dynam-
ics after being locked up, expressed as follows:

D _x23 ¼
J3Teng � J1 þ J2ð ÞTmotor

J3 J1 þ J2ð Þ � Tsd

J1 þ J2

� Tsd � Tf vel

J3

(44)

The change of absorber speed also depends on the integration
of Eq. (44) besides the abrupt change during the lock up process.

Therefore, D _x23 should not be significantly large. Thus, before
the lock-up process, a recovery process is added. During the
recovery process, the fuel mass recovered to their desired values.
The motor torque declines to its original level. The vehicle accel-
eration recovered to its original value with the designed slope
rate. The designed trajectories are illustrated in Fig. 17.

The derivation of the clutch pressure is similar to Sec. 6.2.1,
shown in Fig. 14. The corresponding clutch pressure trajectory is
shown in Fig. 18. As depicted, the clutch pressure declines slowly
to keep the vehicle acceleration to be prepared for the lock-up pro-
cess. At the end of the lock-up process, the clutch pressure rises to
the maximum.

7 Results and Analysis

A comparative study between the rule-based strategy and
NMPC is first conducted based on one engine-start case to show
the feasibility and advantages of the rule-based control strategy.
Subsequently, the clutch behavior is further analyzed to explain

Fig. 15 Clutch pressure trajectory during cranking and speed
synchronization process

Fig. 16 Absorber speed trajectory with NMPC

Fig. 17 Designed trajectories during recovery and lock-up
processes
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reasons for the time optimality of the control strategy. Moreover,
the initial clutch torque at the kissing point is analyzed to high-
light the importance of the absorber. The effects of the viscous
coefficient and spring stiffness coefficient of the absorber on the
initial clutch torque were also analyzed. Finally, the analysis of
how to avoid large vehicle jerks during the lock-up process is
discussed.

7.1 Comparative Study. Figure 19 illustrates the results with
the rule-based control strategy. During the cranking stage, the
vehicle acceleration slowed down to the minimum with the
designed decline rate. The motor with the maximum torque com-
mand aimed to speed up this process. After the ICE speed
exceeded the start speed, the ICE started with maximum fuel
mass. Before the lock-up process, the mass of fuel injection and
motor torque recovered to the desired value and original value,
respectively. The clutch operated with appropriate pressure to
keep the vehicle acceleration. Then, when the speed difference
between the ICE and drive shaft entered the desired range, the
clutch locked up.

Fig. 18 Clutch pressure trajectory during recovery and lock-up
processes

Fig. 19 Comparison between the rule-based control strategy and NMPC. (a) Trajectories of
ICE speed, motor speed, vehicle speed, vehicle acceleration, motor torque, fuel mass, clutch
pressure, and clutch status. (b) Trajectories of vehicle jerk of rule-based strategy and jerk
difference between two strategies.
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By comparing the two strategies in Fig. 19, we can see the rule-
based control strategy takes more time to finish the engine-start
process but with less vehicle jerk. As shown in Fig. 19(a), recov-
ery and lock-up stages take more time than NMPC. To recover to
the original and lock up within an appropriate vehicle jerk, the
rule-based control strategy took 23 ms more than that of NMPC
strategy, but it has better drivability performance. The maximum
peak-to-peak acceleration is 0.2 m/s2 while 0.4 m/s2 with NMPC.
The vehicle jerk of the rule-based strategy and the jerk difference
between the two strategies are shown in Fig. 19(b). The maximum
vehicle jerk of the proposed strategy is 10 m/s3, much lower than
that of the NMPC. More specifics are shown in Table 3.

To evaluate the fuel consumption difference between the
NMPC and rule-based strategy, we test them under the New Euro-
pean Driving Cycle (NEDC), shown in Fig. 20. The engine-start
process occurs at the same moment [12]. The engine-start control

strategy is executed eight times in one cycle. The total fuel con-
sumption for two strategies is 3568.7 lL and 3716.7 lL, respec-
tively. The conversion factor between electricity and diesel fuel
refers to the United States Environmental Protection Agency [39].
The rule-based control strategy takes about 4.15% more fuel than
the NMPC. Moreover, the proposed control strategy takes 40 ms
(13.3%) less than that with MPC in Ref. [18] although the belted
starter alternator is utilized in Ref. [18]. The reason is that both
the drive motor and the ICE are involved in the process herein.

During the whole process, the clutch behavior makes the vehi-
cle obtain the designed acceleration, ensuring the vehicle jerk,
which is analyzed next.

7.2 Clutch Behavior Analysis. Figure 21 depicts the clutch
torque trajectory during the engine-start process. It can be seen
that the clutch torque slowly increases at the beginning and then
flattens with a relative high value. It can be described as follows:

Tclt r ¼ J2 _x3 þ J3 _x3 þ
Tf vel

io
� Tmotor (45)

where Tmotor ¼ Tmax
m .

Based on Eq. (45), it can be claimed that with the proposed con-
trol strategy, the ICE accelerates with maximum capacity of the
motor through the clutch, which ensures the time optimality.

7.2.1 Analysis of Initial Clutch Torque. The initial clutch tor-
que refers to the clutch torque at the beginning of the cranking
process. A larger initial clutch torque means a higher possibility
to decrease the engine-start time. We find that the parameters of
the absorber, the motor torque response time (sm), and the declin-
ing time (sa) of the vehicle acceleration have influence on the ini-
tial clutch torque. According to Eq. (41), the initial clutch torque
can be solved as follows:

Tclt 0 ¼ J2 þ J3ð Þ avel

rvel

i0 þ
Tf vel

io
� Tmotor

þ J2

C1ka þ C2vvelavel �
Tcmd

m � T0
motor

� �
sm

� khDx23 0

kx

0
B@

1
CA

(46)

where the first three items, ðJ2 þ J3Þðavel=rvelÞi0
þðTf vel=ioÞ � Tmotor, indicate the clutch torque without the
absorber. The remaining item, J2ððC1ka þ C2vvelavel

�ððTcmd
m � T0

motorÞ=smÞ � khDx23 0Þ=kxÞ, reflects the effect of the
absorber on the initial clutch torque.

Figure 22(a) shows the influence of the viscous coefficient and
stiffness coefficient of the absorber on the initial clutch torque. As

Table 3 Comparison table

Type NMPC Rule-based Percent%

Cranking 55 ms 55 ms
Speed synchronization 182 ms 175 ms
Recovery 0 ms 20 ms
Lock up 0 ms 10 ms
Whole process 237 ms 260 ms þ9.7%
Peak to peak acceleration 0.4 m/s2 0.2 m/s2 �50%
Vehicle jerk � 10 m/s33 � 10 m/s3�
Equivalent fuel cost over NEDC 3568.7 lL 3716.7 lL þ4.15%

Fig. 20 Equivalent fuel cost comparison. (a) Driving cycle of
NEDC. (b) Equivalent fuel cost.

Fig. 21 Clutch pressure trajectory
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depicted, the initial clutch torque increases when the viscous coef-
ficient decreases. This is expected, since when the viscous coeffi-
cient approaches infinity, it is similar to the situation without the
absorber. The stiffness coefficient has no influence on the initial
clutch torque because the absorber speed (Dx23 0) equals zero at
the beginning. Therefore, with the absorber, the initial clutch tor-
que could be nonzero or even larger.

Figure 22(b) illustrates the effect of time constants sa and sm on
the initial clutch torque. The initial torque increases when the
time constant sm decreases. That means if the motor responds
faster, the initial clutch torque is larger. Moreover, the vehicle
acceleration constant sa does not have much influence on the

initial clutch torque until sa is extremely small. A small vehicle
acceleration constant sa means a large vehicle jerk, which should
be prevented when designing the vehicle acceleration trajectory.

7.3 Analysis of Lock-Up Process. According to the analysis
of the lock-up process in Sec. 6.2.2, the absorber speed influences
the jerk during the lock-up process. This is shown in Fig. 23. As
depicted, the absorber speed is small at the lock-up stage, and the
vehicle jerk is also small with the proposed control strategy.

8 Conclusion

A dynamic model for the P2 powertrain system is constructed
with the proposed Karnopp and Stribeck combined wet clutch
model and a cylinder-by-cylinder diesel model in details. Based
on the dynamic model, a rule-based control strategy including the
ICE torque control for the engine-start process is derived from the
results of NMPC. With both the drive motor and ICE involved in
the process, it takes 260 ms to finish the process, 13.3% less time
than that with MPC in the previous study [18]. The proposed rule-
based control strategy takes about 4.15% more fuel than the
NMPC over one cycle of NEDC. Moreover, with a predesigned
vehicle acceleration trajectory, the control strategy ensures that
the engine can start with the desired vehicle jerk � 10 m=s3 and
peak-to-peak vehicle acceleration � 0:2 m=s2.

(1) With the proposed control strategy, the motor can perform
at its maximum capacity to accelerate the engine-start pro-
cess. Moreover, the vehicle acceleration can be designed to
meet the requirements of the vehicle jerk. Finally, the pro-
posed control strategy can accelerate the engine-start pro-
cess with a low vehicle jerk, around 10 m/s3 herein.

(2) The initial clutch torque at the kissing point depends on the
viscous coefficient of the absorber and the motor torque
response ability. Larger initial clutch torque means greater
potential of decreasing the engine-start time. With the
absorber, the initial clutch torque can be nonzero or even
larger. When the viscous coefficient of the absorber is
lower, we can achieve a larger initial clutch torque. When
the motor torque responds faster, the initial clutch torque
can also be larger.

(3) The absorber speed has significant influence on the vehicle
jerk. A smaller fluctuation of the absorber speed results in a
smaller vehicle jerk.

The proposed control strategy can be used in the feedforward
control fashion as a reference signal generator.
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